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Inferring “Water” from Images. Chapter 11: Computing the Velocity Field Along Contours. Chapter 
18: Analyzing Oriented Patterns. Chapter 19: 3D Texture: Stereo Psychophysics and Geometry. Chapter 
20: Fractal-based Descriptions of Surfaces. PART IV: SOUND INTERPRETATION. Chapter 21: Representing 
Acoustic Information. Chapter 22: A Computational Model of Binaural Localization and Separation. 
Chapter 23: Schematizing Spectrograms for Speech Recognition. Chapter 24: The Acoustics of the 
Singing Voice. Chapter 25: Recovering Material Properties from Sound. Chapter 26: Auditory 
Perception of Breaking and Bouncing Events: Psychophysics. Chapter 27: Perception of Melodies. PART 
V: FORCE SENSING AND CONTROL. Chapter 28: On the Prehension of the Human Hand. Chapter 29: 
Articulated Hands: Force Control and Kinematic Issues. Chapter 30: Texture from Touch. Chapter 31: 
Physical Systems Theory and Controlled Manipulation. Chapter 32: Rigid Body Load Inertial Parameter 
Estimation. Chapter 33: Dynamic Scaling of Manipulator Trajectories. Chapter 34: A Ballistic Model 
for Walking. Chapter 35: Some Properties of Regularly Realizable Gait Matrices. Chapter 36: Balance 
and Symmetry in Running. PART VI: FUTURE DIRECTIONS. 
Peter Jackson, Han Reichgelt and Frank van Harmelen, Logic-Based Knowledge 
Representation (MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1989) 255 pages 
PART I: AN ABSTRACT ARCHITECTURE FOR BUILDING EXPERT SYSTEMS. Chapter 1: Introduction. Outline 
of the book. Problems with current expert system tools. Using logic for knowledge representation. Using 
meta-level inference for control. Improving meta-level and object-level efficiency. Modal extensions to 
the predicate calculus. Modal nonmonotonic logic. The scope of the book. Acknowledgements. Chapter 
2: A Classification of Meta-Level Architectures. Introduction. Classification of meta-level architectures 
(Object-level inference systems. Mixed-level inference systems. Pure meta-level inference systems). Other 
properties of meta-level architectures (Linguistic relation between levels. Declarative or procedural meta- 
language. Partial specifications. Completeness and strictness). Comparison of the different architectures. 
Chapter 3: The Architecture of Socrates. The abstract architecture of Socrates. Declaration of the logical 
representation language. The storage and retrieval mechanism. Declaration of the proof theory. Decla- 
ration of the proof strategy (Declarative representation. Procedural representation. The scheduler). 
Chapter 4: Applicationsof Socrates. Introduction. The INVEST system (Partition hierarchy. Sort lattice. 
Inference rules. Control strategy). The DOCS system (Knowledge base structure. Control). An office 
configuration system (Assertion-time inference. Control). An underground route planner (Represen- 
tation language. Control). Schubert’s Steamroller. PART II: FURTHER RESEARCH IN REPRESENTATION AND 
CONTROL. Chapter 5: The Limitations of Partial Evaluation. Introduction. A description of partial 
evaluation. Problems of partial evaluation (Changing object-level programs at run time. Lack of static 
information. Summary of problems). Heuristic guidance to partial evaluation (Summary of heuristics). 
Related work in the literature. Chapter 6: Assertion-Time Inference in Logic-Based Systems. Intro- 
duction. Tableau proof systems (Classical propositional logic. Classical predicate calculus. Soundness. 
Completeness). Assertion-time inference (Classical propositional logic. Predicate logic). Implemen- 
tation. Chapter I: A Comparison of First Order and Modal Logics of Time. Introduction. Requirements 
on a temporal logic. A modal temporal logic (A modal temporal language, TM. TM-structures. 
Interpretations for TM. TM and the criteria). First order temporal logics (The method of temporal 
arguments. Reified temporal logic). Conclusion. Chapter 8: A Genera/ Proof Method for Modal 
Predicate Logic. Introduction. Proof theory for logics with the Barcan formula (Syntax. Kripke models. 
World indices. World-unification. M-unification. Proof theory. Examples. Soundness of w-unification. 
Soundness of proof theory. Concerning completeness). Proof theory without the Barcan formula or its 
converse (Kripke models again. Term-indices. Modal term unification. Revised proof theory. Examples. 
Soundness). Proof theories with either the Barcan formula or its converse (Proof theory with FB but 
without BF. Proof theory with BF but without FB. Correction: BF, FB and symmetry). Implementation 
(Representing sequents and formulas. Searching for a proof. Assertion-time inferencing. Applications 
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and possible improvements). Related work in automated theorem proving. Chapter 9: A Modal Proof 
Method for Doxastic Reasoning. Doxastic theories. The pure proof method. The augmented method. 
Chapter 10. Advantages and disadvantages of an abstract architecture. 
Benjamin Arazi, A Commonsense Approach to the Theory of Error Correcting 
Codes (MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1988) 208 pages 
Chapter 1: Introduction. A communication system and the effect of errors. The concept of parity. Error 
detection. The concept of block codes. Review of the concepts introduced. Chapter 2: Linear Codes. 
Basic concepts. Minimum Hamming distance of a code and the error detection/correction capability of 
the code. Hamming codes. The parity matrix of a linear code. Constructing a general Hamming code. 
The generating matrix of a systematic code. Review of the concepts introduced. Chapter 3: Basic 
Circuitry. Automatic generation of the rows of the generating matrix. Multiplying a message by the 
parity matrix. The encoding process. Encoding/decoding of long and short vectors. Automatic single 
error correction. A general single error correcting code. Chapter 4: Cyclic Codes. Some properties of 
matrices generated by LFSR. Linear shifts of code words and their effect on the generating matrix. 
Properties of maximum-length code words. The encoder and decoder of a code satisfying the parity 
equations of several independent codes. Maximum-length sequences. Chapter 5: Single Burst Error 
Correction. The definition of a burst error. Single burst error detection. The connection between the 
burst pattern and cyclic shifts of the error syndrome. Connection between the location of a burst error 
and the amount of cyclic shift between the burst pattern and the error syndrome. Conditions under which 
it is possible to detect the exact burst pattern. Ways of recovering the location of a burst error. Burst 
error correction circuitry-the decoder. Burst error correction circuitry-the encoder. Using a cyclic 
Hamming code for detecting burst errors. Using a cyclic Hamming code for correcting burst errors based 
on knowing the burst pattern. The fire code. Single character error correction (the RS code). Chapter 
6: Convolutional Codes. Basic concepts. Diffuse threshold decoding codes: Encoding process. Diffuse 
threshold decoding codes: Decoding process. Appendix: The Basic Principles Re-Examined. Polynomial 
division modulo 2. The connection between polynomial division and LFSR circuitry. The generating 
polynomial of a code. Cyclic properties of polynomials. More properties of cyclic codes based on 
polynomial manipulations. A formal treatment of a single character correction RS code. 
Susumu Hayashi and Hiroshi Nakano, PX: A Computational Logic (MIT Press, 
Cambridge, MA, 1988) 200 pages 
Chapter 1: Introduction. What is PX?. PX as a logic of computation. PX as a program extractor. PX 
as a classical logic. PX as a foundation of type theory. The origin of PX. Overview. Chapter 2: Formal 
System. DEF system: recursive functions over symbolic expressions. The language of PX. Basic axiom 
system: the logic of partial terms (,+expression and a-convertibility. Axioms for programs and primitive 
predicates. Rules for the usual logical symbols. Rules for V and +. Axioms for the modal operator. 
Miscellaneous axioms). Classes: data types as objects (CIG: conditional inductive generation. Axioms 
of Join and Product. Graph and value class: the minimal graph axiom). Choice rule. Remarks on the 
axiom system (The logic of partial terms versus the logic of partial existence. Transparency of classes. 
Total variables versus partial variables). Chapter 3: Realizability. px-realizability. A refined px- 
realizability. Chapter 4: Writing Programs via Proofs. How to extract programs with PX. Curry- 
Howard isomorphism in PX. CIG recursion (Definition of CIG recursion. Examples of CIG recursion 
(Quotient and remainder. Maximal element in an integer list. The Ackermann function. A function 
whose termination is unknown. Searching for a prime number. The Chinese remainder theorem)). PX 
